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Abstract

Background: Within the domain of craniomaxillofacial surgery, orthognathic surgery is a special
field dedicated to the correction of dentofacial anomalies resulting from skeletal malocclusion.
Generally, in such cases, an interdisciplinary orthodontic and surgical treatment approach is
required. After initial orthodontic alignment of the dental arches, skeletal discrepancies of the
jaws can be corrected by distinct surgical strategies and procedures in order to achieve correct
occlusal relations, as well as facial balance and harmony within individualized treatment
concepts. To transfer the preoperative surgical planning and reposition the mobilized dental
arches with optimal occlusal relations, surgical splints are typically used. For this purpose,
different strategies have been described which use one or more splints. Traditionally, these
splints are manufactured by a dental technician based on patient-specific dental casts;
however, computer-assisted technologies have gained increasing importance with respect to
preoperative planning and its subsequent surgical transfer.
Methods: In a pilot study of 10 patients undergoing orthognathic corrections by a one-splint
strategy, two final occlusal splints were produced for each patient and compared with respect
to their clinical usability. One splint was manufactured in the traditional way by a dental
technician according to the preoperative surgical planning. After performing a CBCT scan of the
patient’s dental casts, a second splint was designed virtually by an engineer and surgeon
working together, according to the desired final occlusion. For this purpose, RapidSplint�,
a custom-made software platform, was used. After post-processing and conversion of the
datasets into .stl files, the splints were fabricated by the PolyJet procedure using photo
polymerization. During surgery, both splints were inserted after mobilization of the dental
arches then compared with respect to their clinical usability according to the occlusal fitting.
Results: Using the workflow described above, virtual splints could be designed and
manufactured for all patients in this pilot study. Eight of 10 virtual splints could be used
clinically to achieve and maintain final occlusion after orthognathic surgery. In two cases virtual
splints were not usable due to insufficient occlusal fitting, and even two of the traditional
splints were not clinically usable. In five patients where both types of splints were available,
their occlusal fitting was assessed as being equivalent, and in one case the virtual splint showed
even better occlusal fitting than the traditional splint. In one case where no traditional splint
was available, the virtual splint proved to be helpful in achieving the final occlusion.
Conclusions: In this pilot study it was demonstrated that clinically usable splints for
orthognathic surgery can be produced by computer-assisted technology. Virtual splint
design was realized by RapidSplint�, an in-house software platform which might contribute
in future to shorten preoperative workflows for the production of orthognathic surgical splints.
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Introduction

Computer-assisted surgery has gained increasing importance

in the field of craniomaxillofacial surgery, as the technologies

offer improved possibilities for preoperative planning, surgi-

cal transfer and quality control of the procedures [1, 2].

Within the special field of orthognathic surgery, preoperative

model surgery and the subsequent manufacture of one or more
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surgical splints for the transfer of the surgical planning has

been the gold standard until now [3]. In 2003, Gateno and

co-workers pointed out that precise surgical splints could be

produced by computer-assisted technologies [4], and in 2008

Metzger et al. described a detailed preoperative workflow for

the manufacture of surgical splints for orthognathic correc-

tions by 3D printing devices [5]. In fact, there are already a

variety of commercially available solutions which are basic-

ally capable of replacing the conventional manual production

of surgical splints with computer-assisted procedures [2].

However, apart from the additional time and financial cost

involved, there are still some drawbacks and possible pitfalls

with this approach. Three-dimensional imaging and corres-

ponding DICOM datasets are generally required for subse-

quent computer aided processing by appropriate software.

DICOM datasets can be acquired either by conventional high-

resolution multi-slice computed tomography (MSCT) or by

cone-beam CT (CBCT) scanners, which were introduced

for maxillofacial imaging approximately 15 years ago [6].

Furthermore, although devices for computer-assisted manu-

facturing (3D printers) are now available, their operation

and maintenance requires special skills. These factors may

continue to limit the wider distribution and application of

computer-assisted technologies in orthognathic surgery, but a

simplified workflow for the manufacture of surgical splints

might improve this situation. Accordingly, a pilot study was

conducted to evaluate whether usable splints for orthognathic

corrections could be produced by a computer-assisted

approach. For this purpose, surgical splints were virtually

designed with respect to the desired final occlusion and

subsequently produced using computer-assisted technology,

then compared to conventional splints that had been

manufactured by a dental technician using the same target

settings.

Materials and methods

Ten patients were included in this pilot series and all were

operated by the same team of surgeons. Orthognathic

corrections were performed using a ‘‘single-splint strategy’’

wherein only one final occlusal splint was required to

guarantee correct occlusal relations during osteosynthesis

and consolidation of the repositioned jaws. In the case of

single-jaw surgery, where the final position was already

determined by the antagonistic occlusal situation, the surgical

splint was used predominantly for correct midline positioning

of the mobilized dental arch during osteosynthesis. In the case

of two-jaw surgery, reorientation of the mandibulomaxillary

complex was performed according to Reyneke’s concept

of ‘‘rotation of the occlusal plane’’ [7]. After mobilization,

both jaws were assembled by wires using the final splint to

achieve correct occlusal relations, and the whole complex was

subsequently repositioned with respect to the planned position

of the maxillary incisors. Control of vertical and sagittal

dimensions was performed according to intra- and extraoral

landmarks as described by Kretschmer et al. [8] and Gil et al.

[9]. Retral condylar positioning was performed manually

without positioning plates. For osteosynthesis, a semi-rigid

internal fixation system (Modus Oss 2.0, Medartis, Basel,

Switzerland), as described by Kleier, was used.

For preoperative surgical planning photographs, dental

casts as well as 3D imaging were available. An ILUMA�

CBCT Scanner (IMTEC Europe, Oberursel, Germany) was

used for image acquisition of patients and the corresponding

dental casts. Scans were performed at standard settings for

adult patients (large field of view modality [LFOV], enhanced

mode, 3.8 mA, 40 seconds scanning time). The corresponding

software for treatment planning, ILUMAVisionDental�

(V.2.1.2.8988), was used to render virtual models for further

visualization, 3D cephalometry, and planning of skeletal

movements. To maintain the final occlusion, a single splint

should be used. For this purpose, two final splints per patient

were produced. Splints were designed with respect to a

coincident midline of the upper and lower dental arches.

They were also intended to act as a triangular stabilizer

between the incisal edges and bilateral molars in order to

balance occlusal contacts.

One of the two splints was manufactured conventionally by

a dental technician according to the preoperative planning [3].

The other splint was produced simultaneously by computer-

assisted technology. For this purpose, dental casts were

scanned by the ILUMA� device to avoid occlusal interference

by dental restorations. Subsequently, these datasets were

exported in DICOM format to the RapidSplint� planning

software (Berliner Zentrum für Mechatronische

Medizintechnik, Berlin, Germany [10]), which was developed

in-house. In the software-based process the digitalized

dental casts were segmented using a thresholding algorithm.

In the virtual planning, the upper jaw was fixed and the lower

jaw repositioned relative to it. This method represents

an optimized strategy with reduced parameter numbers. The

desired final virtual occlusion was determined jointly by the

software engineer and the surgeon. On this basis, a virtual

splint maintaining the occlusal relations was generated, with

the datasets subsequently being piped through the imple-

mented Marching Cubes algorithm to create the correspond-

ing .stl (standard triangular language format/surface

tessellation language) datasets which are required for the

manufacture of a model by rapid prototyping technology.

The Boolean operation (virtual stamping) of the jaws and

splint was performed using an extern VTK-based helper

software (our own development). After the finalized datasets

were approved, they were transferred to a professional service

provider specializing in rapid prototyping technologies by

a web-based file transfer protocol. Splints were generated

by a 3D printing device (FullCure� 720, PolyJet�) using

a photopolymer which is licensed to be left intraorally for 24

hours according to the German Medizinproduktegesetz

(USP Plastic Class VI) [11]. The splints were delivered by

the manufacturer a few days later. The cost varied slightly

depending on the individual size, but was around 100 Euros

per splint. Based on the sequence described above, the

additional time for generating a patient-specific splint must be

calculated at 2–3 hours from the moment when the dental

cast became available. This time included scanning of the

casts, data export, thresholding, processing, cross-checking,

upload of .stl files and administration. In this pilot series,

this workflow was performed during normal clinical routine

by the same team, including the software engineer and

surgeon.
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Evaluation of both splints was done in two steps. Initially,

the fit of the splints to the dental casts which had been the basis

for the fabrication of the virtual and real splints was checked,

then the fit of both splints was assessed according to the

intraoperative situation. Simple differentiation of ‘‘clinically

usable’’ and ‘‘not clinically usable’’ splints was made accord-

ing to the inter-occlusal fit of the splints. For splints rated ‘‘not

usable’’, the corresponding cause was evaluated. All patients

were informed about the pilot series and had given their written

consent prior to participating. As there was no alteration of

routine medical care and surgical treatment, the approval of the

committee of ethics was not required.

Results

In eight of the patients two-jaw surgeries were performed,

another patient underwent mandibular advancement after

bilateral sagittal split osteotomy (BSSO), and LeFort I

maxillary advancement was performed in the remaining

patient.

Basically, in all 10 patients virtually designed splints

could be generated according to the workflow presented

above within a reasonable timeframe of approximately two

hours per splint. In two cases, no conventional splints were

available.

Clinical evaluation of the virtually designed splints was

predominantly positive (Table I). Eight of 10 virtually

designed splints were assessed as being clinically usable

and equivalent to conventional splints. In two cases with ideal

occlusal support after repositioning of the dental arches,

where splints would not be required during the postoperative

consolidation period, virtual splints were produced which

showed precise occlusal fitting intraoperatively. In one

‘‘non-usable’’ case, the design of the virtual splint was

obviously erroneous. In the second case where the virtual

splint was ‘‘non-usable’’, the conventional splint did not

fit intraoperatively either, so it is likely that dentoalveolar

changes occurring between the taking of the dental casts and

the surgery were responsible.

Figure 1. Virtual splint generation. The desired virtual occlusion can be determined after segmentation of scanned dental casts (upper row). A virtual
surgical splint can subsequently be designed and datasets can be transformed to .stl files which are required for further computer-assisted manufacturing
(lower right).

Table I. Evaluation of surgical splints with regard to clinical usability.

Patient 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Conventional splint Occlusal fit + No splint + + + No splint + � + �
Virtual splint Occlusal fit + + + + �* + + �** + +

+: clinically usable; �: not clinically usable.
*Patient 5: erroneous splint design.
**Patient 8: dentoalveolar changes occurred after taking of dental casts.
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The preoperative workflow and the course of events during

virtual splint generation and clinical evaluation will now be

demonstrated by some representative patient cases.

Patient 1 (Figures 1 and 2)

In the first patient of the series, affected by right-sided

laterognathia, the surgical splint was designed for dental

midline correction. An example of the operating sequence for

virtual splint design is shown in Figure 1. After scanning of

the dental casts, DICOM datasets were exported to the

RapidSplint� software, which enabled rendering and seg-

mentation of the jaws, as well as positioning of the ideal

virtual occlusion according to the desired treatment goal.

This step of the workflow was performed jointly by the

software engineer and surgeon. Using an implemented

algorithm, the virtual splint could subsequently be designed,

maintaining the position of the antagonistic occlusal surfaces

in order to transfer the position of the repositioned dental

arches to the real surgery. Further post-processing and

Figure 2. Top row: Prior to surgery, both
splints were tested on dental casts with
respect to occlusal fitting. In the first patient
of the pilot series, the virtual splint (right) is
still thicker than the conventional splint.
Middle row: Occlusal impressions of both
splints are comparable – the posterior exten-
sion of the transparent virtual splint (right)
was intended to allow an assessment of the
possibility of intraoperative grinding of the
splint. Bottom two rows: Both splints were
inserted during surgery and showed equiva-
lent occlusal fitting with respect to the
midline. Laterognathia to the right side
(bottom left) was obviously improved after
combined orthodontic and surgical treatment
(bottom right).
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conversion of the data into .stl format is required for

computer-assisted splint production.

After materialization, both splints were initially checked

on the dental casts. As seen in Figure 2, the conventional

splint (left) was obviously thinner than the virtual splint

(right); however, occlusal fitting was assessed to be equal

(top row). The posterior extension of the virtual splint

(middle row, transparent material) was intended to enable

an assessment of whether additional material could be

easily reduced intraoperatively by grinding, which was not

complicated. Both splints were inserted intraoperatively

and showed equal occlusal fitting with respect to midline

correction.

The lower images in Figure 2 demonstrate the clinical

situation before and after orthognathic correction, showing an

improved dentoalveolar midline, although a slight deviation

of the lower jaw to the right must be noted which occurred

during postoperative orthodontic treatment.

Patient 2 (Figures 3 and 4)

This was a 21-year-old male patient affected by amelogenesis

imperfecta, causing multiple premature dental losses as well

as a severe skeletal open bite. In a combined prosthodontic-

surgical treatment concept, fixed prosthodontic bridgework

was inserted preoperatively. Subsequently, two-jaw surgery

was performed to close the open bite, taking into account the

lateral crossbite on the left side, as the patient refused any

orthodontic treatment or transversal maxillary expansion.

Virtual mandibulomaxillary repositioning was performed

using RapidSplint�, demonstrating the desired final occlusion

which is safeguarded by the virtual splint (shown in pink).

The virtual splint was subsequently manufactured by 3D

printing according to the virtual design and showed an

excellent fit to the dental cast as well as during the

intraoperative setting. The splint was used for intraoperative

assembly of the mobilized jaws as a mandibulomaxillary

complex, which was subsequently positioned according to

the preoperative planning and stabilized by internal fixation.

The postoperative clinical result is very comparable to the

final virtual occlusion on which basis the virtual splint

was generated. In this case, no conventional splint was

fabricated. A combined prosthodontic-surgical approach and

computer-assisted splint generation contributed to relevant

functional and psychosocial improvement of the initial

situation.

Figure 3. Top row: Preoperative clinical situation in patient 2, a young male affected by amelogenesis imperfecta causing a severe skeletal open bite,
after insertion of fixed prosthodontic bridgework. Middle row: Virtual surgery and splint design by RapidSplint: both jaws were repositioned in order to
close the open bite and correct dental midlines, and a virtual splint (pink) was designed accordingly. Bottom row: Virtual splint as an .stl-file (left) and
after fabrication (right) by 3D printing technology (FullCure� 720; PolyJet�).
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Patient 3 (Figures 5 and 6)

This was a 20-year-old female patient with skeletal class III

malocclusion due to maxillary hypoplasia and a unilateral

cleft palate. Transpalatal distraction and preoperative ortho-

dontic treatment had already been performed, and the same

preoperative workflow for virtual splint generation was

followed. In this case, to reduce the time required for

calculation and software processing, datasets of the dental

casts were reduced to occlusal surfaces which were sufficient

for the positioning of the desired final occlusion. The virtual

splint could also be designed with reduced datasets – a time-

saving trick for possible use in future planning. Despite the

minimization of the datasets, the occlusal surfaces were well

reproduced and the splint was clinically usable during the

two-jaw surgery. Although there is a small occlusal midline

deviation, the dentofacial situation of the patient has

obviously improved compared to the preoperative situation.

In this case, the modification of the surgical procedure to a

one-splint technique in combination with computer-assisted

splint generation contributed to the realization of a contem-

porary patient management.

Discussion

In this pilot series, it was investigated whether surgical splints

for orthognathic corrections could be produced by computer-

assisted technology. In 2003 Gateno et al. were already

emphasizing the possibility of surgical splint generation

based on DICOM datasets, and predicted that conventional

splint manufacturing by dental casts could become dispens-

able and be replaced by computer-assisted workflows [4].

Until now, however, manual splint generation based on

individual dental casts has remained the gold standard for the

surgical transfer of the preoperative orthognathic planning

[3], probably due to the various obstacles which have

inhibited the wider use of computer-assisted procedures for

that purpose. Nevertheless, the number of publications about

computer-assisted strategies for facilitating an exact transfer

of the surgical planning has increased recently. Solutions that

are already commercially available, as well as individual

approaches, have been advocated for this purpose by various

authors [2, 5, 12–14].

Our results contribute to that context as, in this pilot series,

it was demonstrated that clinically usable splints can be

successfully produced for routine orthognathic surgeries

using a modified workflow. Virtually designed splints were

assessed as being equivalent to conventional splints and could

be generated within a reasonable timeframe that would not

exceed the time and effort that is normally required for the

manufacture of conventional splints by a specialized techni-

cian. In a comparable study by Song and Baek, the authors

also concluded that surgical splints generated by computer-

assisted technologies were equivalent to conventional manu-

factured splints [15]. The workflow described above can be

Figure 4. Upper row: The corresponding model situation for patient 2 before surgery (left) and after reorientation of the mandibulomaxillary complex.
The desired occlusal relations are safeguarded by the virtually designed splint (right). Lower row: The corresponding situation during surgery.
The occlusion of the mandibulomaxillary complex is safeguarded by the virtual splint (left). The final clinical situation (right) corresponds well to the
virtually planned situation before surgery (Figure 3).
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further improved when 3D printing is available [5, 14]. In that

case, however, the operation and maintenance of the device

can become an additional issue, which in this study was

avoided by using an external provider. The economic aspects

of computer-assisted splint generation were not part of this

pilot series; however, Xia et al. stated in 2006 that computer-

assisted technologies are cost-effective and are at least as

good as established methods for craniomaxillofacial treatment

planning [16].

A drawback of the presented workflow is certainly the

fact that scanning of dental casts is still required in order

to guarantee adequate occlusal reproduction, as dental

restorations still present an unsolved problem in CBCT

image acquisition. Eventually, there will be a software

algorithm to solve this drawback, as metal dental restorations

and fixed orthodontic appliances will remain widespread

for the foreseeable future. Nevertheless, this method,

as well as other imaging techniques for correct occlusal

reproduction (laser scanning, intraoral cameras), seems to be

appropriate for providing precise occlusal datasets which

can be used for surgical planning. For routine clinical

application, however, these additional imaging procedures

still seem to be too time-consuming [17, 18]. The additional

time required for the CBCT scanning of dental casts was

around 15 minutes in this pilot series, which was considered

to be acceptable.

The single-splint strategy used in this pilot series

should certainly be discussed, as it seems to be a justifiable

simplification compared to other surgical transfer options

using two or more splints. So far, however, there are no

evidence-based data indicating that one surgical approach is

really superior to other approaches, as long as the outcome

represents the preoperative planning and complies with the

expectations of the patient and surgeon. Multiple add-

itional factors (skeletal stability, postoperative orthodontic

treatment) may further influence the final result. In single-jaw

corrections where the final position of the mobilized dental

arch was determined by the fixed antagonistic jaw, the

surgical splint was used predominantly for midline correction.

In two-jaw surgeries, the splint was used for correct assembly

Figure 5. Top row: Preoperative situation in
patient 3, a young female with skeletal class
III malocclusion due to maxillary hypoplasia.
Middle row: Intraoral situation before surgery
and after orthodontic treatment. Bottom row:
Intended virtual occlusal situation after
two-jaw surgery.
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of the mandibulomaxillary complex according to correct

occlusal relations in the first instance. Reorientation of

this complex was then controlled with regard to the desired

final position of the maxillary incisors by intraoperative

landmark measurement, which has proved to be reliable

for vertical and sagittal movements [8, 9]. A computer-

assisted two-splint strategy as described by Choi et al. [14],

where the first splint is used for the positioning of the

mobilized maxilla with respect to the mandible, would,

in fact, require the use of positioning devices. According to

Costa et al. [19], their significance remains open to question.

In this pilot series, the complexity of the surgical procedure

was further reduced by the use of a semi-rigid system for

mandibular osteosynthesis which allows for condylar settling

postoperatively. Consequently, there was no need for man-

dibular positioning devices during surgery. The modified

workflow which was used in this pilot series is an attempt

to reduce the time and effort required for planning and

transfer of orthognathic surgical corrections. Interdisciplinary

planning and computer-assisted splint generation by an

engineer and surgeon, as well as an adapted surgical

approach, might contribute to reducing the well-known

disadvantages of classic model surgeries and the related

transfer of the planning [20, 21]. For further evidence-based

statements, prospective investigations as well as long-term

results are required.

Conclusion

According to the results of this pilot study, splints for

orthognathic surgical corrections which were produced by

computer-assisted technology proved to be equivalent for

routine clinical use to conventional splints manufactured

on dental casts. The presented technique seems basically

appropriate for reducing the time and effort required for

routine planning and realization of orthognathic corrections.
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